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Abstract

Increasing evidence suggests that a growing amount of social media content is generated by autonomous entities known as social bots. In this work, we present a framework to detect such entities on Twitter. We leverage more than a thousand features extracted from public data and meta-data about users: friends, tweet content and sentiment, network patterns, and activity time series. We benchmark the classification framework by using a publicly available dataset of Twitter bots. This training data is enriched by a manually annotated collection of active Twitter users that include both humans and bots of varying sophistication. Our models yield high accuracy and agreement with each other and can detect bots of different nature. Our estimates suggest that between 9% and 15% of active Twitter accounts are bots. Characterizing ties among accounts, we observe that simple bots tend to interact with bots that exhibit more human-like behaviors. Analysis of content flows reveals retweet and mention strategies adopted by bots to interact with different target groups. Using clustering analysis, we characterize several subclasses of accounts, including spammers, self-promoters, and accounts that post content from connected applications.

Introduction

Social media are powerful tools connecting millions of people across the globe. These connections form the substrate that supports information dissemination, which ultimately affects the ideas, news, and opinions to which we are exposed. There exist entities with both strong motivation and technical means to abuse online social networks — from individuals aiming to artificially boost their popularity, to organizations with an agenda to influence public opinion. It is not difficult to automatically target particular user groups. Here we demonstrate that accounts controlled by software exhibit behaviors that reflect their intents and modus operandi (Bakshy et al. 2011; Das et al. 2016), and that such behaviors can be detected by supervised machine learning techniques. This paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose a framework to extract a large collection of features from data and meta-data about social media users, including friends, tweet content and sentiment, network patterns, and activity time series. We use these features to train highly-accurate models to identify bots. For a generic user, we produce a \([0, 1]\) score representing the likelihood that the user is a bot.
- The performance of our detection system is evaluated against both an existing public dataset and an additional sample of manually-annotated Twitter accounts collected with a different strategy. We enrich the previously-trained models using the new annotations, and investigate the effects of different datasets and classification models.
- We classify a sample of millions of English-speaking active users. We use different models to infer thresholds in the bot score that best discriminate between humans and bots. We estimate that the percentage of Twitter accounts exhibiting social bot behaviors is between 9% and 15%.
- We characterize friendship ties and information flow between users that show behaviors of different nature: human and bot-like. Humans tend to interact with more
human-like accounts than bot-like ones, on average. Reciprocity of friendship ties is higher for humans. Some bots target users more or less randomly, others can choose targets based on their intentions.

- Clustering analysis reveals certain specific behavioral groups of accounts. Manual investigation of samples extracted from each cluster points to three distinct bot groups: spammers, self promoters, and accounts that post content from connected applications.

**Bot Detection Framework**

In the next section, we introduce a Twitter bot detection framework ([truthy.indiana.edu/botornot](http://truthy.indiana.edu/botornot)) that is freely available online. This system leverages more than one thousand features to evaluate the extent to which a Twitter account exhibits similarity to the known characteristics of social bots ([Davis et al. 2016](http://example.com)).

**Feature Extraction**

Data collected using the Twitter API are distilled in 1,150 features in six different classes. The classes and types of features are reported in Table 1 and discussed next.

**User-based features.** Features extracted from user metadata have been used to classify users and patterns before ([Mislove et al. 2011](http://example.com) [Ferrara et al. 2016a](http://example.com)). We extract user-based features from meta-data available through the Twitter API. Such features include the number of friends and followers, the number of tweets produced by the users, profile description and settings.

**Friends features.** Twitter actively fosters interconnectivity. Users are linked by follower-friend (followee) relations. Content travels from person to person via retweets. Also, tweets can be addressed to specific users via mentions. We consider four types of links: retweeting, mentioning, being retweeted, and being mentioned. For each group separately, we extract features about language use, local time, popularity, etc. Note that, due to Twitter’s API limits, we do not use follower/followee information beyond these aggregate statistics.

**Network features.** The network structure carries crucial information for the characterization of different types of communication. In fact, the usage of network features significantly helps in tasks like political astroturf detection ([Ratkiewicz et al. 2011](http://example.com)). Our system reconstructs three types of networks: retweet, mention, and hashtag co-occurrence networks. Retweet and mention networks have users as nodes, with a directed link between a pair of users that follows the direction of information spreading: toward the user retweeting or being mentioned. Hashtag co-occurrence networks have undirected links between hashtag nodes when two hashtags occur together in a tweet. All networks are weighted according to the frequency of interactions or co-occurrences. For each network, we compute a set of features, including in- and out-strength (weighted degree) distributions, density, and clustering. Note that out-degree and out-strength are measures of popularity.

**Temporal features.** Prior research suggests that the temporal signature of content production and consumption may reveal important information about online campaigns and their evolution ([Ghosh, Surachawala, and Lerman 2011](http://example.com) [Ferrara et al. 2016b](http://example.com) [Chavoshi, Hamooni, and Mueen 2016](http://example.com)). To extract this signal we measure several temporal features related to user activity, including average rates of tweet production over various time periods and distributions of time intervals between events.

**Content and language features.** Many recent papers have demonstrated the importance of content and language features in revealing the nature of social media conversations ([Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013](http://example.com) [McAuley and Leskovec 2013](http://example.com) [Mocanu et al. 2013](http://example.com) [Das et al. 2016](http://example.com)). For example, deceiving messages generally exhibit informal language and short sentences ([Briscoe, Appling, and Hayes 2015](http://example.com)). Our system does not employ features capturing the quality of tweets, but collects statistics about length and entropy of tweet text. Additionally, we extract language features by applying the Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging technique, which identifies different types of natural language components, or POS tags. Tweets are therefore analyzed to study how POS tags are distributed.

**Sentiment features.** Sentiment analysis is a powerful tool to describe the emotions conveyed by a piece of text, and more broadly the attitude or mood of an entire conversation. Sentiment extracted from social media conversations has been used to forecast offline events including financial market fluctuations ([Bollen, Mao, and Zeng 2011](http://example.com)), and is known to affect information spreading ([Mitchell et al. 2013](http://example.com) [Ferrara and Yang 2015](http://example.com)). Our framework leverages several sentiment extraction techniques to generate various sentiment features, including **arousal, valence and dominance scores** ([Warriner, Kuperman, and Brysbaert 2013](http://example.com)), **happiness score** ([Kloumann et al. 2012](http://example.com)), **polarization and strength** ([Wilson, Wiebe, and Hoffmann 2005](http://example.com)), and **emotion score** ([Agarwal et al. 2011](http://example.com)).

**Model Evaluation**

To train our system we initially used a publicly available dataset consisting of 15K manually verified Twitter bots identified via a honeypot approach ([Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2011](http://example.com)) and 16K verified human accounts. We collected the most recent tweets produced by those accounts using the Twitter Search API. We limited our collection to 200 public tweets from a user timeline and up to 100 of the most recent public tweets mentioning that user. This procedure yielded a dataset of 2.6 million tweets produced by manually verified bots and 3 million tweets produced by human users.

We benchmarked our system using several off-the-shelf algorithms provided in the `scikit-learn` library ([Pedregosa et al. 2011](http://example.com)). In a generic evaluation experiment, the classifier under examination is provided with numerical vectors, each describing the features of an account. The classifier returns a numerical score in the unit interval. A higher score indicates a stronger belief that the account is a bot. A model’s accuracy is evaluated by measuring the Area Under the receiver
Table 1: List of 1150 features extracted by our framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User meta-data</th>
<th>Sentiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique profile descriptions</td>
<td>Happiness scores of aggregated tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Profile description lengths</td>
<td>Valence scores of aggregated tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Number of friends distribution</td>
<td>Arousal scores of aggregated tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Number of followers distribution</td>
<td>Dominance scores of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Number of favorites distribution</td>
<td>Happiness score of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of friends (signal-noise ratio and rel. change)</td>
<td>Valence score of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of followers (signal-noise ratio and rel. change)</td>
<td>Arousal score of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tweets (per hour and total)</td>
<td>Dominance score of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of retweets (per hour and total)</td>
<td>Polarization score of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of mentions (per hour and total)</td>
<td>Entropy of polarization scores of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of replies (per hour and total)</td>
<td>Positive emoticons entropy of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of retweeted (per hour and total)</td>
<td>Emotions entropy of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network density (also for reciprocal)</td>
<td>Positive and negative score ratio of single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of users with default profile and default picture</td>
<td>Number of positive emoticons in single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of negative emoticons in single tweets</td>
<td>Total number of emoticons in single tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of tweets that contain emoticons</td>
<td>Network density (also for reciprocal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Friends (†)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network (‡)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of edges (also for reciprocal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Strength distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) In-strength distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Out-strength distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network density (also for reciprocal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering coeff. (also for reciprocal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(*) Time between two consecutive tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Time between two consecutive retweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Time between two consecutive mentions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† We consider four types of connected users: retweeting, mentioning, retweeted, and mentioned.
‡ We consider three types of network: retweet, mention, and hashtag co-occurrence networks.
§ Distribution types. For each distribution, the following eight statistics are computed and used as individual features: min, max, median, mean, std. deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and entropy.
** Part-Of-Speech (POS) tag. There are nine POS tags: verbs, nouns, adjectives, modal auxiliaries, pre-determiners, interjections, adverbs, wh-, and pronouns.
*** For each feature, we compute mean and std. deviation of the weighted average across words in the lexicon.

Large-Scale Evaluation

We realistically expect that the nature and sophistication of bots evolves over time and changes in specific conversational domains. It is therefore important to determine how reliable and consistent are the predictions produced by a system trained on a dataset but tested on different data (in the wild). Also, the continuously-evolving nature of bots dictates the need to constantly update the models based on newly available training data.

To obtain an updated evaluation of the accuracy of our model, we constructed an additional, manually-annotated collection of Twitter user accounts. We hypothesize that this recent collection includes some bots that are more sophisticated than the ones obtained years earlier with the honeypot method. We leveraged these manual annotations to evaluate the model trained using the honeypot dataset and then to update the classifier's training data, producing a merged dataset to train a new model that ensures better generalization to more sophisticated accounts. User IDs and annotation labels in our extended dataset are publicly available [truthty.indiana.edu/botornot/data](http://truthty.indiana.edu/botornot/data).

Data Collection

Our data collection focused on users producing content in English, as inferred from profile meta-data. We iden-
tified a large, representative sample of users by monitoring a Twitter stream, accounting for approximately 10% of public tweets, for 3 months starting in October 2015. This approach avoids known biases of other methods such as snowball and breadth-first sampling, which rely on the selection of an initial group of users (Gjoka et al. 2010; Morstatter et al. 2013). We focus on English speaking users as they represent the largest group on Twitter (Mocanu et al. 2013).

To restrict our sample to recently active users, we introduce the further criteria that they must have produced at least 200 tweets in total and 90 tweets during the three-month observation window (one per day on average). Our final sample includes approximately 14 million user accounts that meet both criteria. For each of these accounts, we collected their tweets through the Twitter Search API. We restricted the collection to the most recent 200 tweets and 100 mentions of each user, as described earlier. Owing to Twitter API limits, this greatly improved our data collection speed. This choice also reduces the response time of our service and API. However, the limitation adds noise to the features, due to the scarcity of data available to compute them.

**Manual Annotations**

We computed classification scores for each of the active accounts using our initial classifier trained on the honeypot dataset. We then grouped accounts by their bot scores, allowing us to evaluate our system across the spectrum of human and bot accounts without being biased by the distribution of bot scores. We randomly sampled 300 accounts from each bot-score decile. The resulting balanced set of 3000 accounts were manually annotated by inspecting their public Twitter profiles. Some accounts have obvious flags, such as using a stock profile image or retweeting every message of another account within seconds. In general, however, there is no simple set of rules to assess whether an account is human or bot. With the help of four volunteers, we analyzed profile appearance, content produced and retweeted, and interactions with other users in terms of retweets and mentions. Annotators were not given a precise set of instructions to perform the classification task, but rather shown a consistent number of both positive and negative examples. The final decisions reflect each annotator’s opinion and are restricted to: human, bot, or undecided. Accounts labeled as undecided were eliminated from further analysis.

We annotated all 3000 accounts. We will refer to this set of accounts as the **manually annotated** data set. Each annotator was assigned a random sample of accounts from each decile. We enforced a minimum 10% overlap between annotations to assess the reliability of each annotator. This yielded an average pairwise agreement of 75% and moderate inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.41$). We also computed the agreement between annotators and classifier outcomes, assuming that a classification score above 0.5 is interpreted as a bot. This resulted in an average pairwise agreement of 79% and a moderately high Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.5$. These results suggest high confidence in the annotation process, as well as in the agreement between annotations and model predictions.

---

**Evaluating Models Using Annotated Data**

To evaluate our classification system trained on the honeypot dataset, we examined the classification accuracy separately for each bot-score decile of the **manually annotated** dataset. We achieved classification accuracy greater than 90% for the accounts in the (0.0, 0.4) range, which includes mostly human accounts. We also observe accuracy above 70% for scores in the (0.8, 1.0) range (mostly bots). Accuracy for accounts in the grey-area range (0.4, 0.8) fluctuates between 60% and 80%. Intuitively, this range contains the most challenging accounts to label, as reflected also in the low inter-annotators overlap in this region. When the accuracy of each bin is weighted by the population density in the large dataset from which the **manually annotated** has been extracted, we obtain 86% overall classification accuracy.

We also compare annotator agreement scores for the accounts in each bot-score decile. We observe that agreement scores are higher for accounts in the (0.0, 0.4) range and lower for accounts in the (0.8, 1.0) range, indicating that it is more difficult for human annotators to identify bot-like as opposed to human-like behavior.

We observe a similar pattern for the amount of time required on average to annotate human and bot accounts. Annotators employed on average 33 seconds to label human accounts and 37 seconds for bot accounts.

Fig. 1 shows the results of experiments designed to investigate our ability to detect manually annotated bots. The baseline ROC curve is obtained by testing the honeypot model on the manually annotated dataset. Unsurprisingly, the baseline accuracy (0.85 AUC) is lower than that obtained cross-validating on the honeypot data (0.95 AUC), because the model is not trained on the newer bots.

**Dataset Effect on Model Accuracy**

We can update our models by combining the **manually-annotated** and honeypot datasets. We created multiple balanced datasets and performed 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate the accuracy of the corresponding models:

- **Annotation**: We trained and tested a model by only using
annotated accounts and labels assigned by the majority of annotators. This yields 0.89 AUC, a reasonable accuracy considering that the dataset contains recent and possibly sophisticated bots.

- **Merged**: We merged the honeypot and annotation datasets for training and testing. The resulting classifier achieves 0.94 AUC, only slightly worse than the honeypot (training and test) model although the merged dataset contains a variety of more recent bots.

- **Mixture**: Using mixtures with different ratios of accounts from the manually annotated and honeypot datasets, we obtain an accuracy ranging between 0.90 and 0.94 AUC.

In Fig. 2, we plot the distributions of classification scores for human and bot accounts according to each dataset. The mixture model trained on 2K annotated and 10K honeypot accounts is used to compute the scores. Human accounts in both datasets have similar distributions, peaked around 0.1. The difference between bots in the two datasets is more prominent. The distribution of simple, honeypot bots peaks around 0.9. The newer bots from the manually annotated dataset have typically smaller scores, with a distribution peaked around 0.6. They are more sophisticated, and exhibit characteristics more similar to human behavior. This raises the issue of how to properly set a threshold on the score when a strictly binary classification between human and bots is needed. To infer a suitable threshold, we compute classification accuracies for varying thresholds considering all accounts scoring below each threshold as human, and then select the threshold that maximizes accuracy.

We compared scores for accounts in the manually annotated dataset by pairs of models (i.e. trained with different mixtures) for labeled human, bot, and a random subset of accounts (Fig. 3). As expected, both models assign lower scores for humans and higher for bots. High correlation coefficients indicate agreement between the models.

**Feature Importance Analysis**

To compare the usefulness of different features, we trained models using each class of features alone. We achieved the best performance with user meta-data features; content features are also effective. Both yielded AUC above 0.9. Other feature classes yielded AUC above 0.8.

We analyzed the importance of single features using the Gini impurity score produced by our Random Forests model. To rank the top features for a given dataset, we randomly select a subset of 10,000 accounts and compute the top features across 100 randomized experiments. The top 10 features are sufficient to reach performance of 0.9 AUC. Sentiment and content of mentioned tweets are important features along with the statistical properties of retweet networks. Features of the friends with whom a user interacts are strong predictors as well. We observed the redundancy among many correlated features, such as distribution-type features (cf. Table 1), especially in the content and sentiment categories. Further analysis of feature importance is the subject of ongoing investigation.

**False Positive and False Negative Cases**

Neither human annotators nor machine-learning models perform flawlessly. Humans are better at generalizing and learning new features from observed data. Machines outperform human annotators at processing large numbers of relations and searching for complex patterns. We analyzed our annotated accounts and their bot scores to highlight when disagreement occurs between annotators and classification models. Using an optimal threshold, we measured false positive and false negative rates at 0.15 and 0.11 respectively in our extended dataset. In these experiments, human annotation is considered as ground truth.

We identified the cases when the disagreement between classifier score and annotations occurs. We manually examined a sample from these accounts to investigate these errors. Accounts annotated as human can be classified as bot when an account posts tweets created by connected applications from other platforms. Some unusually active users are also classified as bots. Those users tend to have more retweets in general. This is somewhat intuitive as retweeting has lower cost than creating new content. We encoun-
between 5% and 8.5% of their user base consists of bots. 

In a 2014 report by Twitter to the US Securities and Exchange Commission, the company put forth an estimate that between 5% and 8.5% of their user base consists of bots. We would like to offer our own assessment of the proportion of bot accounts as measured with our approach. Since our framework provides a continuous bot score as opposed to a discrete bot/human judgement, we must first determine an appropriate bot-score threshold separating human and bot accounts to estimate the proportion of bot accounts.

To infer a suitable threshold, we computed classification accuracies for varying thresholds considering all accounts scoring below each threshold as human. We then selected the threshold yielding maximum accuracy (see insets of Fig. 4).

We estimated the population of bots using different models. This approach allows us to identify lower and upper bounds for the prevalence of Twitter bots. Models trained using the annotated dataset alone yield estimates of up to 15% of accounts being bots. Recall that the honeypot dataset was obtained earlier and therefore does not include newer, more sophisticated bots. Thus models trained on the honeypot data alone are less sensitive to these sophisticated bots, yielding a more conservative estimate of 9%. Mixing the training data from these two sources results in estimates between these bounds depending on the ratio of the mixture, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Taken together, these numbers suggest that estimates about the prevalence of Twitter bots are highly dependent on the definition and sophistication of the bots.

Some other remarks are in order. First, we do not exclude the possibility that very sophisticated bots can systematically escape a human annotator’s judgement. These complex bots may be active on Twitter, and therefore present in our datasets, and may have been incorrectly labeled as humans, making even the 15% figure a conservative estimate. Second, increasing evidence suggests the presence on social media of hybrid human-bot accounts (sometimes referred to as cyborgs) that perform automated actions with some human supervision (Chu et al. 2012; Clark et al. 2016). Some have been allegedly used for terrorist propaganda and recruitment purposes. It remains unclear how these accounts should be labeled, and how pervasive they are.

**Estimation of Bot Population**

In a 2014 report by Twitter to the US Securities and Exchange Commission, the company put forth an estimate that between 5% and 8.5% of their user base consists of bots. We would like to offer our own assessment of the proportion of bot accounts as measured with our approach. Since our framework provides a continuous bot score as opposed to a discrete bot/human judgement, we must first determine an appropriate bot-score threshold separating human and bot accounts to estimate the proportion of bot accounts.

To infer a suitable threshold, we computed classification accuracies for varying thresholds considering all accounts scoring below each threshold as human. We then selected the threshold yielding maximum accuracy (see insets of Fig. 4).

We estimated the population of bots using different models. This approach allows us to identify lower and upper bounds for the prevalence of Twitter bots. Models trained using the annotated dataset alone yield estimates of up to 15% of accounts being bots. Recall that the honeypot dataset was obtained earlier and therefore does not include newer, more sophisticated bots. Thus models trained on the honeypot data alone are less sensitive to these sophisticated bots, yielding a more conservative estimate of 9%. Mixing the training data from these two sources results in estimates between these bounds depending on the ratio of the mixture, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Taken together, these numbers suggest that estimates about the prevalence of Twitter bots are highly dependent on the definition and sophistication of the bots.

Some other remarks are in order. First, we do not exclude the possibility that very sophisticated bots can systematically escape a human annotator’s judgement. These complex bots may be active on Twitter, and therefore present in our datasets, and may have been incorrectly labeled as humans, making even the 15% figure a conservative estimate. Second, increasing evidence suggests the presence on social media of hybrid human-bot accounts (sometimes referred to as cyborgs) that perform automated actions with some human supervision (Chu et al. 2012; Clark et al. 2016). Some have been allegedly used for terrorist propaganda and recruitment purposes. It remains unclear how these accounts should be labeled, and how pervasive they are.

**Characterization of User Interactions**

Let us next characterize social connectivity, information flow, and shared properties of users. We analyze the creation of social ties by accounts with different bot scores, and their interactions through shared content. We also cluster accounts and investigate shared properties of users in each cluster. Here and in the remainder of this paper, bot scores are computed with a model trained on the merged dataset.

**Social connectivity**

To characterize the social connectivity, we collected the social networks of the accounts in our dataset using the Twitter API. Resulting friend and follower relations account for 46 billion social ties, 7 billion of which represent ties between the initially collected user set.

Our observations on social connectivity are presented in Fig. 5. We computed bot-score distributions of friends and followers of accounts for each score interval. The dark line in the top panel shows that human accounts (low score) mostly follow other human accounts. The dark line in the bottom panel shows a principal peak around 0.1 and a secondary one around 0.5. This indicates that humans are typically followed by other humans, but also by sophisticated bots (intermediate scores). The lines corresponding to high scores in the two panels show that bots tend to follow other bots and they are mostly followed by bots. However simple bots (0.8–1.0 ranges) can also attract human attention. This happens when, e.g., humans follow benign bots such as those that share news. This gives rise to the secondary peak of the red line in the bottom panel. In summary, the creation of social ties leads to a homophily effect.

Fig. 6 illustrates the extent to which connections are reciprocated, given the nature of the accounts forming the ties. The reciprocity score of a user is defined as the fraction of friends who are also followers. We observe that human accounts reciprocate more (dark line). Increasing bot scores correlate with lower reciprocity. We also observe that simple bot accounts (0.8–1.0 ranges) have bimodal reciprocity distributions, indicating the existence of two distinct behaviors. The majority of high-score accounts have reciprocity score smaller than 0.2, possibly because simple bots follow users at random. The slight increase as the reciprocity score approaches one may be due to botnet accounts that coordinate by following each other.

**Information flow**

Twitter is a platform that fosters social connectivity and the broadcasting of popular content. In Fig. 7 we analyze information flow in terms of mentions/retweets as a function of the score of the account being mentioned or retweeted.

Simple bots tend to retweet each other (lines for scores in the 0.8–1.0 ranges peak around 0.8 in the bottom panel), while they frequently mention sophisticated bots (peaking around 0.5 in the top panel). More sophisticated bots (scores in the 0.5–0.7 ranges) retweet, but do not mention humans. They might be unable to engage in meaningful exchanges with humans. While humans also retweet bots, as they may post interesting content (see peaks of the dark lines in the bottom panel), they have no interest in mentioning bots directly (dark lines in the top panel).
Figure 4: Estimation of bot population obtained from models with different sensitivity to sophisticated bots. The main charts show the score distributions based on our dataset of 14M users; accounts identified as bots are highlighted. The inset plots show how the thresholds are computed by maximizing accuracy. The titles of each subplot reflect the number of accounts from the annotated and honeypot datasets, respectively.

Figure 5: Distributions of bot scores for friends (top) and followers (bottom) of accounts in different score intervals.

Figure 6: Distribution of reciprocity scores for accounts in different score intervals.

Figure 7: Bot score distributions of users mentioned (top) and retweeted (bottom) by accounts with different scores.

Clustering accounts
To characterize different account types, let us group accounts into behavioral clusters. We apply K-Means to normalized vectors of the 100 most important features selected by our Random Forests model. We identify 10 distinct clusters based on different evaluation criteria, such as silhouette scores and percentage of variance explained. In Fig 8 we present a 2-dimensional projection of users obtained by a dimensionality reduction technique called t-SNE [Maaten and Hinton 2008]. In this method, the similarity between users is computed based on their 100-dimensional representation in the feature space. Similar users are projected into nearby points and dissimilar users are kept distant from each other.

Let us investigate shared cluster properties by manual inspection of random subsets of accounts from each cluster. Three of the clusters, namely $C_0$–$C_2$, have high average bot scores. The presence of significant amounts of bot accounts in these clusters was manually verified. These bot clusters exhibit some prominent properties: cluster $C_0$, for example, consists of legit-looking accounts that are promoting themselves (recruiters, porn actresses, etc.). They are concentrated in the lower part of the 2-dimensional embedding, suggesting homogeneous patterns of behaviors. $C_1$ contains...
the perspective of the social network platform operators, illustrated in a categorization scheme for bot attacks (Mitter, Yoo, and McDonald 2015). Social bots also vary greatly and influence about Syrian civic war (Abokhodair, 2017) and elections (Bessi and Ferrara 2016). Large collections of social bots, also known as botnets, are controlled by botmasters and used for coordinated activities. Examples of such botnets identified for advertisement (Echeverria and Zhou 2017) and influence about Syrian civic war (Abokhodair, Yoo, and McDonald 2015). Social bots also vary greatly in terms of their behavior, intent, and vulnerabilities, as illustrated in a categorization scheme for bot attacks (Mitter, Wagner, and Strohmeier 2013).

Much of the previous work on detecting bots is from the perspective of the social network platform operators, implying full access to all data. These studies focus on collecting large-scale data to either cluster behavioral patterns of users (Wang et al. 2013a) or classify accounts using supervised learning techniques (Yang et al. 2014; Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2011). For instance, Beutel et al. decomposed event data in time, user, and activity dimensions to extract similar behaviors (Beutel et al. 2013). These techniques are useful to identify coordinated large-scale attacks directed at a common set of targets at the same time, but accounts with similar strategies might also target different groups and operate separately from each other.

Structural connectivity may provide important cues. However, Yang et al. studied large-scale sybil attacks and observed sophisticated sybils that develop strategies for building normal-looking social ties, making themselves harder to detect (Yang et al. 2014). Some sybil attacks analyze the social graph of targeted groups to infiltrate specific organizations (Elyashar et al. 2013). SybilRank is a system developed to identify attacks from their underlying topology (Cao et al. 2012). Alvisi et al. surveyed the evolution of sybil defense protocols that leverage the structural properties of the social graph (Alvisi et al. 2013).

The work presented here follows several previous contributions to the problem of social bot detection that leverage learning models trained with data collected from human and bot accounts. Chu et al. built a classification system identifying accounts controlled by humans, bots, and cyborgs (Chu et al. 2010; Chu et al. 2012). Wang et al. analyzed sybil attacks using annotations by experts and crowd-sourcing workers to evaluate consistency and effectiveness of different detection systems (Wang et al. 2013b). Clark et al. labeled 1,000 accounts by hand and found natural language text features to be very effective at discriminating between human and automated accounts (Clark et al. 2016). Lee et al. used a honeypot approach to collect the largest sample of bot accounts available to date (Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2011). That study generated the honeypot dataset used in the present paper. Here, we extend this body of prior work by exploring many different categories of features, contributing a new labeled dataset, estimating the number of bot accounts, analyzing information flow among accounts, identifying several classes of behaviors, and providing a public bot detection service.

An alternative approach to study social bots and sybil attacks is to understand what makes certain groups and individuals more appealing as targets. Wald et al. studied the factors affecting the likelihood of a user being targeted by social bots (Wald et al. 2013). These approaches point to effective strategies that future social bots might develop.

Recently, we have observed efforts to facilitate research collaborations on the topic of social bots. DARPA organized a bot detection challenge in the domain of anti-vaccine campaigns on Twitter (Subrahmanian et al. 2016). We released our Twitter bot detection system online for public use (Davis et al. 2016). Since its release, our system has received millions of requests and we are improving models based on feedback we received from our users. The increasing availability of software and datasets on social bots will help design systems that are capable of co-evolving with recent so-

---

**Figure 8:** t-SNE embedding of accounts. Points are colored based on clustering in high-dimensional space. For each cluster, the distribution of scores is presented on the right.
Social bots and hopefully mitigating the effects of their malicious activities.

Conclusions
Social media make it easy for accounts controlled by hybrid or automated approaches to create content and interact with other accounts. Our project aims to identify these bots. Such a classification task could be a first step toward studying modes of communication among different classes of entities on social media.

In this article, we presented a framework for bot detection on Twitter. We introduced our machine learning system that extracts more than a thousand features in six different classes: users and friends meta-data, tweet content and sentiment, network patterns, and activity time series. We evaluated our framework when initially trained on an available dataset of bots. Our initial classifier achieves 0.95 AUC when evaluated by using 5-fold cross validation. Our analysis on the contributions of different feature classes suggests that user meta-data and content features are the two most valuable sources of data to detect simple bots.

To evaluate the performance of our classifier on a more recent and challenging sample of bots, we randomly selected Twitter accounts covering the whole spectrum of classification scores. The accuracy of our initial classifier trained on the honeypot dataset decreased to 0.85 AUC when tested on the more challenging dataset. By retraining the classifier with the two datasets merged, we achieved high accuracy (0.94 AUC) in detecting both simple and sophisticated bots.

We also estimated the fraction of bots in the active English-speaking population on Twitter. We classified nearly 14M accounts using our system and inferred the optimal threshold scores that separate human and bot accounts for several models with different mixes of simple and sophisticated bots. Training data have an important effect on classifier sensitivity. Our estimates for the bot population range between 9% and 15%. This points to the importance of tracking increasingly sophisticated bots, since deception and detection technologies are in a never-ending arms race.

To characterize user interactions, we studied social connectivity and information flow between different user groups. We showed that selection of friends and followers are correlated with accounts bot-lielihood. We also highlighted how bots use different retweet and mention strategies when interacting with humans or other bots.

We concluded our analysis by characterizing subclasses of account behaviors. Clusters identified by this analysis point mainly to three types of bots. These results emphasize that Twitter hosts a variety of users with diverse behaviors; this is true for both human and bot accounts. In some cases, the boundary separating these two groups is not sharp and an account can exhibit characteristics of both.
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